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၈.၁၁.၂၀၁၉ 

ကမၻာ့ေရႊေစ်း              = ၁၄၆၈ /-US$ 

  ျမန္မာ့ေရႊေစ်း               = ၁၁၉၉၀၀၀/- က်ပ္ 

  ေဒၚလာေစ်း                = ၁၅၂၂/- က်ပ္ 

  CBM Rate                   = ၁၅၁၇.၃  /က်ပ္ 

  ယူရို တစ္ယူရို    = ၁၆၇၇.၀ က်ပ္ 

  စကၤာပူတစ္ေဒၚလာ       = ၁၁၁၆.၄ က်ပ္ 

  စတာလင္ေပါင္တစ္ေပါင္  = ၁၉၄၅.၃ က်ပ္ 

  ဂ်ပန္ယန္းတစ္ရာ           = ၁၃၈၈.၃က်ပ္ 

  ၾသစေၾတးလ်တစ္ေဒၚလာ = ၁၀၄၄.၄ က်ပ္ 

  တ႐ုတ္ယြမ္ (တစ္ယြမ္)   = ၂၁၇.၀၅ က်ပ္ 

  အိႏိၵယ႐ူပီး (တစ္႐ူပီး)    = ၂၁.၃၀၆ က်ပ္ 

  ကုိရီးယား၀မ္တစ္ရာ      = ၁၃၁.၁၀ က်ပ္ 

  မေလးရွားရင္းဂစ္          = ၃၆၇.၁၂ က်ပ္ 

  ထုိင္းဘတ္တစ္ဘတ္      = ၄၉.၉၄၄ က်ပ္ 

Source: CBM Rate, etrademyanmar.com 

 
 

Contact Us 

 
ကုန္သြယ္မွုသတင္းအခ်က္လက္ႏွင့္ 

သုေတသနဌာနခြဲ 
 

ဖုုန္း       ၀၁-၃၇၁၂၀၃ 
            ၀၁-၃၇၆၄၁၆ 
            ၀၁-၃၇၆၄၉၀ 
ဖတ္စ္     ၀၁- ၃၇၆၄၁၆ 
 
http://www.myantrade.org 
myantradetir2016@gmail.com 
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Sources: The Farmer Media 

https://www.facebook.com/myanmaawba/?ref=page_internal 
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Source: https://myanmar.mmtimes.com/news/130586.html 
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Source: https://www.kumudranews.com/news-35802?fbclid=IwAR1fGZJvPkLcpsb-yBp LDMW kwqQc8iI8kfWmb 

TiIFglXWAPW_rf3zGA7ecU 
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Source:  The Myanmar Times 

https://www.facebook.com/kope.aung/posts/2485421788393698 
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https://www.facebook.com/kope.aung/posts/2485421788393698
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Source:  The Myanmar Times 

https://www.facebook.com/kope.aung/posts/2485300495072494 
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Source:  The Myanmar Times 

https://www.facebook.com/kope.aung/posts/2485300158405861 
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Source: https://www.facebook.com/kope.aung/posts/2485285388407338 

The Irrawaddy - Burmese Edition 

 

Thura    News    Views 

Government fears power shortage  

The Ministry of Electricity and Energy (MOEE) fears that power supply will not meet demand in the upcoming 

dry season. It warned of potential blackouts as it regulates hydroelectric dams to conserve water.  

Hydroelectric dams produce more than half of Myan   ’             ,            ’                -

                                         “T                     ,                         ,    w              

       w                   ,”              T      q      U           ,  O    D                         , as 

saying. This regulation involves limiting the flow of water through the dams in order to conserve enough water 

for generating power throughout the dry season.  

“ T                                   1,00 0     w                [  q               ]        are being built to 

               ,” U                       T    20 19           ,    ,   w                                

demand for power out-stripped supply. Nevertheless, it is possible that a recent dramatic rise in elec-tricity 

tariffs may limit the amount of electricity people are using.  

In any case, the government is preparing for the worst. It recently awarded five emergency power tenders, four 

of which went to Hong Kong-listed V Power Group. Those tenders call for 900 megawatts of new, liquid natural 

gas-based power. 

Watermelon prices drop as Chinese demand falls  

The price of watermelons, a main agricultural export, has dropped due to low demand from China. It is not the 

first agricultural export to suffer due to the fickle Chinese market, and may encourage farmers to improve 

growing stand-ards to access buyers in other countries. 

“                  2,000       [U D 28 5]                        q                              1,60 0      

[U  D 228] ,”  U           ,                                           xporters Association, told the Myanmar 

T       “                                        ,       ’                                    ”   

                              ’                         w         80 0,00 0                            

https://www.facebook.com/kope.aung/posts/2485285388407338
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Fluctuations in Chine                                                         ’  w               ,        

majority of Myanmar watermelons are sold to China. Many other agricultural products, such as rice, rely on the 

Chinese market as Myanmar farming practices often do not meet standards for European and American 

         “    w                                                , w                           ,” U           

commented to the Myanmar Times.  

Another vulnerability for Myanmar agricultural exports is the lack of value-added, downstream products, such 

as canned goods. These sorts of products tend to have greater market stability than fresh produce, yet 

Myanmar has exported almost no value-added agricultural products. Producing canned and packaged food, 

too, may open up western markets to Myanmar exporters.  

In the meantime, Myanmar will continue to consume the majority of its produce domestically. The country has 

more arable land than any of its ASEAN neighbors.  

Rumors of Korean business pullout false  

A rumor that around 100 Korean businesses will leave Myanmar for Bangladesh is false, said U Thant Sin Lwin, 

Secretary of the Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC).  

Speaking to the Myanmar Times, U Thant Sin Lwin dismissed recent reports in Bangladesh media that the 

Korean bus                w                                        ’  w                 “ T             

cases at all of South Korean investors returning MIC permits and moving out of Myanmar. In fact, interest 

among South Korean investors in Myanmar has been mounting,”  U  T           w            T        

Reports of an impending Korean exodus appear to have come from the Bangladesh Economic Zone Authority 

(BEZA). According to local media, that body claimed the planned Korea Industrial Complex Co Ltd (KIC) would 

choose Bangladesh over Myanmar for planned industrial zones. But that project is in its early stages and there 

have been no official changes of plan, U Thant Sin Lwin continued.  

                                        ’                                              t data obtained by 

the Myanmar Times, the country has invested USD 3.9 billion in Myanmar. The largest Korean-backed 

industries include oil & gas and manufacturing.  

Westin to open its first hotel in Myanmar  

Global hospitality giant Mariott International will open the first of its Westin Hotels & Resorts located in Yangon 

in late 2021, the company announced.  

The 26-story tower will be located within a USD 400 million development project controlled by developer Yoma 

    , w     w                        ’  local partner in the hotel venture. Paul Foskey, Asia Pacific CEO of the 

US-                             ,                        “          ”                ’                        

Asia, according to the Myanmar Times.  

Westin will follow Hilton, Novotel and, most recently, Wyndham Grand in the ranks of major international 

                                ’                      T                  T                          

granted permits for 21 new hotels between May and August 2019, reported the Daily Eleven. The total 

investment for those new hotels will be almost USD 240 million.  

T        w                                             w             ’                      w    , 

investors are banking on an upswing, especially from Asian markets. The Myanmar government has introduced 
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visa exemptions or paperless visas on arrival for several Asian nations. This year, the government even began 

granting visas on arrival to visitors from some European nations – specifically Australia, Germany, Switzerland, 

Russia, Spain and Italy. Whether these relaxed visa requirements will coax a new wave of tourists to the Golden 

Land, and its many new hotels, remains to be seen. 

Source: Thura Swiss News  (Issue: 390 November 07, 2019) 

  
STOCK  EXCHANGE (8.11.2019) 
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